The Review of M73B1 Repro Scope
I received the scope in about 4 days from date of purchase.
Visually the scope and mounting hardware looks great.
I mounted the scope bracket to my 1903a3 rifle and it fit with no fitting required
I had to do a little filing on the front Redfield mount to get it to turn into the lock
position.
After verifying that both scope rings would attach to the mount without any
problem, I slide the scope into the rings.
I positioned the scope at a comfortable distance from my eye for aim, and then
I tighten the ring screws slightly.
Next my 30-06 bore laser was chambered and I went out to rough set the
scope.
First I got the scope cross hairs level & plum., then adjusted the cross hairs on
the bore laser.
It took just a few shots to get the scope zero'd at 100 yards, then I checked to
see what each "click" of the adjustments would be at the 100 yard mark. This
turned out to be roughly 1/8" per click for both vertical and horizontal
adjustments.
While testing this, I also wanted to see how far I could move the cross hairs in
each direction. I moved a total of 10 clicks in each direction from vertical and
horizontal with no problems.
You may get more adjustment then that, but I did not want to risk damaging the
scope.
Overall 5 stars out of 5.
Optics are crystal clear with a good range of adjustment for focusing..
Scope mount and Scope rings are very high quality with a really nice finish.
Very nice engraving.

This 1903a3 M73B1 is a great purchase for those who want to convert their
1903a3 rifle into the sniper version, and the entire package delivered cost
substantially less than what I saw Weaver 330 scopes selling for.

My "next" purchase from RSM will be their Reproduction ZF39 Scope & Side
Mount for my German K98 rifle.
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